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PREFACE -

4
P' I

Bflingual Vocationale7Aing Programs are certainly an effective .%

.

way to addrlss one of the major concerns of the State-Board of Education'!"Such training, designed for both teacher and student, seeks to assureequal educational opportunity fob persons of all ages who'eek thechallenge available through wide ranging vocational education programs.

The Comprehensive Plan fpr Elementary and Secondary Educationconfers "continuing emphasis and importance on this issue; as demonstratedby the fact that equity is one of thefour goals that the State Boardof Education hopes to adhieve over the next five years.

The Master Plan for Vocational and Career Education is also a7 -..document that addresses itself quite directly with equity. Itdesigned to ensure that all students can take advantage of.s.choof
programs which can lead to'rewarding and productive employthenf oftortunities.The student who.is limited in English proficiency has-an especially.'critical need for such job-related skill training in school. Byreaching these students through free and appropriate vocational programs,we can certainly provide a student with a chance for meaningful life-,long opportunities.' In the.process, we are.contributing to the economicstrength of private enterprise by satisfying the need to maintain askilled workforce.

This monograph reflects the training provided to teachersand students in programs spOnsored by the State Department of Educationover the past year.. We1iook upon this.publication'as a valuable: waywhich to transmit some innovative techniques andapproaches necessaryfor bilingual skills training for adults and 6ut-of-sdhool youth. qeare hopeful that this monograph will also serve as an important
contribution to the early literature in the field of Bilingual
Vocational Training Programs.

1,11aA R. Shedd
Commissioner Education

diA .44/04,./'
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l'NTR_ODUCT ION
y.

Theprimary focus of .}this study is a practical

expliCation oft-techniques for,bi.lingual skillsyOning

of adults and out-of-school youth which were developed

in the Bilingual Atational Trainingiyrogram at Bullard-

Havens Regional Vpcational Technical School, o mygynowledge

the first public-funded bilingual training project in

ConnecticutA in which the writer.served as Program beveloper,

Materials Development Specialist, Vocational English-as-a-

Second Language (vESL.) instructor and Life Skills Instructor.,

The author had been invited to Eocil-dinate skills and

"classroom" training in this precedent-settinb pilot project

because of my edrlie'r participation as Developers and

Isnstructor of the Bilingual Component of ,the Bilingual

Vocational Instructor Training Program at Centralr

Connecticut State College in the'sOmmer of '1979. Sa61

Sibirsky, Bilingual Consultant for the Bureau of Vocational-

Jechnical.Schools, had contacted me in his extensive

canvassing of available !Nan and material resources in

Connecticut to initiatie a programmatic commitMent in

N-Lirigual vocational humankresQurces cleveloment that

I
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would address. the skills learning needs .ofloconnecticuts

,SispanicS of limited English proficiency (LEP).

'Two areas of skills tr i i n i,ng were 'offered *chine
I

Shop and and two model of tOol-dinatjon of

, skyis training_wi-th"related in n (that i's, math,

vESL, blueprint readingloga'-mach and-Life Skills)'
, 0

, , .

were implemented. First,..rst,. ski 1 l*sAl1structioRP'and. c I 1 ni caj....

practice by ark English-speaking Nque-Aidd:traincr were

supported through simtiltaileouS'interOretattoUs well as

reinforcement of nglish langUage skills by a trained

4bilingual Nurse de assistant. Second, the efforts of_an

Hispanic bilingual Machine pperator trainer were backed up

by the vESL instructor both through daily job-specific

ESL classes imthe shop and by participation of the, vESL

-teacher in the machinist skill's trains 6 itself asmell as

a trained bilingual Machine operator assistant, akiin,

interpreting instruction,and encouraoing trainees' simultaneous

Practice of language and skills training.

More specifically; examples given of bilingual training

teichnigues- will. be drawn from the metal machining comporient

for two reasons. First, since the Machine Operators' training

employed both models integration of vocational English,,

IP 8



Indecl, theidirec,t barticirlatioll of the vES'L instructor /4P
4,

the bilingual, skills training and extensive support of.a

trained bilingual. assistant-- needless repetition WO be

avoided. Secondly, bilingyal metal Nochiplhg trainidg

represents a long-overdue; welcome departure from training

Programs If-tirades arepps usually offered to LEP NisPanics

and especially omen for low-paying gender-traditional

occupations with little real chance for advancement.

BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 8,-THE BRIDGEPORT PROJECT

Bilingual vocational education is a progammaiic
de

educational movement that seeks to address the documented

and legiflatively recognized needs of LEP individuals for

specific trades-area skills training, It is d result of

Years of community,advoCacy for programs which employ the

bilingual vocational concept bilingual skills traininti

with simultaneous job-Specific English and related skills

development as opposed to classroom-bosed!'hands-off"

Pre-yocational program$,'

Bilingual vocational skills training is a Multi-faceted

effort'in human resources development. There have been

exemplary teacher-training programs in bilingual vocational1 4

iii



drmethodology and materials as wel as direct bilingual skills
. .

training, programs, There have bee efforts at a national
leve to define-teaChing competencie of bilingual skills
trainers. Therellave'beep training institutes in Billhgual
Vocational and vESL aPproaches to skills training for both1

1
admin.istratorS and practicioners.

Where does the Bridgeport project fit into this national
effort to respond to the skilOtraining needs of L persons
from a variety of language backgrounds? 'ihe Bridgeport-

project was not in.the strictest sense a bilingual vocational
teacher training program, even' through pre- and in-service

skills development was provided for instructors and assistants.
Nor was it merel/Ita bilingual skills training program. The
project may best be viewed as a competency-based training

program for skills instructors as well a he Hispanic

trainees involved. Indeed, what most distinguishes toe

Bridgeport/project are the bilingual vocational apProache

and tools which a; developed as a result of an onjgoing ;.46

i.

%..

N e ''
\process of.concjepIt?aciOn (generating awareness of tthe

chollange) and coPoCitacitin (generating the appropriate

tools to meet the challange).

10
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PART I C.O N C I E N T I Z A C I 0 N

Concientlzocift is a problem-posing and qdestioning
approach to education that focusses on the learning act
in terms of dodification, decodification and recodification
Proces'ses, 10's most frequently associated with the work
of Paul.° Freire, whqse educational practice has been *Ply
docuMented i1-Guinea-Bissau, Brazil, Chile, Mozambique and

.

Angola:, Freire's work in Guinea-Bissau is particularly

significant for bilingual vocational education.

In Guinea- Bissau, there.are.two pressing educational
Po

flea's: a wide=reaching
literacy -campaign in response to a

90% rate of illiteacy and skills training for speakers *of

the in anus language, Creole, in this newly -in e0endent
rear lic where skills training had always been a privilege

an( entirely in Portuguese, Fretre, in'his "Letter to

Adult Literacy., Workers," writes of concjentqacjOn in a

bilingual literacy and skills training caMPaign:develved

jir collaboration with the party in power, the PAI C:

In our country, the (1614 literacy programme is an
efforti.to reach the point where cultural group leaderand crOUlts learning literacy succeed together in-'reading and writing their on reality, in thipking
'critically about,their world ar in'taking their placewith a lucid awareness in the changing



When the President speaks of 'reading and writinb,-reallty' he is,referring to the need' to understand,thereality surrounding us not as mehing static' and con-gealed to which-we sloWDIY have to adjust, but as some--thing moving,ra, state of crt nge, pen he speaks of'thinking critically 'abobt the world, be is rrerringto the need we all,feel to and sttind the deep-iYingreasons behind the facts and phe mew of.reality.Pep he speaks of 'writibg reality, taking one'splate in it in full-awareness' he is alluding to theaction taken by men and women in changing the surrouncingreality.
.

The proces,of cancientjzaffOn can lead to more effective
engagement lb productive and clmunity life -through what
might b led "informed action..

This action can change the nataral world through work;by clearing the land, sowing, growing and harvesting, orby making bricks from clay and shoes f m leather; or else
wood,

making a fallen tree-trunk into wood, the wood intoPlanks, and the planks into a boat from hick to catchfish to sell and eat. It can also change the other world,the social, political and cultural wald. , .All this is'reading' reality, which alsoAmlies the link betweenliteracy, production, health atid concrete action programmesin the communities. 2 -':

Typically in educational approaches which involve:conciei-
zaciOn, the learning project's reality is "mediated with.

challange" in the form of a visualized codification, say,
ia drawing or a slide which represents an important concern

that learners hdve expressed in their daily jith and/or*
in the learning project.- This codification is then

"decodified" through discussion into its key aspects and a
1 2

.e
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_Process of intensivt Oroblem-posing and detailed questioning,.

ReCodification.implies the isolation'of key learning proj&t:

.neects, the itientilication'of,ovotlable
andsmaterial

resource, and the characterizatiOn of techniques and toOls

appropriate to the "challanges" the group, had encountered

in the decodificafisin process.

Not surprisingly,' the actual-educational practice

of learning.prolects which.ufflize concientizaciOn tends-to,.

.emphasize visucilizatIon, proplem-posing questioning skills,.,
and human resources development. Bridgeport was no"exception
in .this respect.

I
It should be noted at the outset that the process of

sconcientizaci60 in the dgeport proi.ect was not "pure"

.in the strictest .senset.-'ie:fosk of elaboktimg.jools and
'f-techniques deeded relevant by,the staff to bilingual skills
'It.

.training often devolvedon the Program DOveloper,14hereas,r
r

this should have most properly been .° 6rOup, 'or group-

delegated effort, .Amilarly,o the occupdtionol areas haerbeen

'pre- deterined by the vocational school inistrotion, and not

by the Hispanic trainees. And yet

.Program DeveloperAIWthe:Irainer51

through the efforts of the

4
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as a result of 1) the Life Skills class. and thq methods used in

the other classes and the §hop/clinical practice, 2) activities

organized by trainees outside of class, and 3) bilingual - bicultural
.. 4

counselling -- a significant gi-oup commitmenf to the success of the

project was achi6ved. Perhaps the trainees themselves invented
tie most ocEurate.term we-made ourselves "familia," or ,

f ily, capable of understanding, confronting, and overcoming'.

the personal, linguistic, and institutional .barriers to effective
3

bilingual skills training for -employment,
.

L

C 0 D I Fri C A'T ION

Codifications were dump up for trainers and trainees

which reflecte0 concerns determined Wividually or in-group

discussion during the interviewing and pre-service phases

for trainers and,tirm referral lind orientation process for

trainees. These codifications were brief, often visualized

or smmorized presentations of information relevant to the

Ikei concerns of the'skIlls training project. For the voca-

tional instructors, their bilingual asistants and the

'related instructional staff, codifications .included

1. a sunnury of documentation of the'need for
bilingual vocational skills training in
Connecticut,

14
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2. bilingual vocational project descriptions

3. a precis of key legislation and fundfil urces
relevant to bilingual skills training

visUalizations of learning theory trmone to
bilingual vocational skills training and;.
vocational ESL

5. lists qrrelevant bilingual vocational teaching
.competencies grouped by teaching competency
areas, and

visualiza-tions of the bilingual Vocational
"learning act" usedtin Guinea-Bissau.

Codifications for Hispanic traineesOncluded

1. summaries af, job competencies and visualpations
of common job tasks and roles,

2. brief explications of bilingtial vocational
. approaches and tools resulting from the instructional

. staff conclotizaciegb

3. survival skill ;end self-:advocacy skills in
-visualized formt, and

4. 'the visualizations of the "learniiig act"
previously ,mentioned.

1

DECODIFICATION & RECO pli\FrcATIo N

The ba'sic auntion ,raised by .both bilingiM vocational

trainers and. the trainees were "what are we abut in a

pllingu61.vdcationa skills training project and what is joi
be done here and now?"' 15 eF



Discussions of issues raised by the documented need for

bilingual skills training Connecticut and in Bridgeport led
to a concern forINeNboration of (apoodpj of bilingual humein

resources developmenOof both trainers and trainees in the

Bridgeport project that could serve as a Wide in future projects
,tn Bridgeport and in other cities as well..

Consideration of the bilingual vocational prOect descriP-
dons in ConnecticOt and elsewhere helped Irginers realize the
variety of programmatic response.to the need for bilingual

skills training, including bilingual carer educqtion,bilingual

pre vocational exploratory programs, bilingual Vocational
.1

teacher training program, as well astbilingual, skills

training programs like the Bridgeport project.

The Naterials on legislation and funding sources
/

that impact of bilingual vocational skills training were

viewed both as a kind-of documentary history of advocacy

for skills training relevant to the-linguistically

"differ t" and as achievements and resources to be

defende6 for the sur ival of such programs.. '

Discussions of the codification of learning studies
drawn from Mary Galvan's work which indicated the highest

6
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skills retention when actie involvement is co-ordinated

4 - V

with speaking about thatvaction led to a felt need, for

bilingual skills training techniques which complement.

Job-specific English skills development, techniques which

in turn foster more effect* vocationa skills acqUis-

ltion.

FOr bilingual vocational trainers, the lists of

teacher competencies grouped by prerequisites and maJor

!Ompetency'areas, Mitch were adapted from thoe developed\.
5

by Kirschner & Associates, generated discussion particularly'

around those competency statements unique to-bilingual skills

training: Since most staff had had often lengthy esperience
as skills trainers and r6lated instructors for skills

training indeed, one bilingual skills instructor had been

certified as a vocational instructors in Connecticut it is

not surprising that attention focussId on defining that

special element that would make the project truly bilingual.

For example, under :prerequisites", discussion centered

piLthqhcompetencY statem nt "Identify bilingUaljsm and the

Oocess of becoming bilingual," whIch.generated awareness.

as lo.ttie need toepandt0e:c0Q WOO 17,



-educator as fi teacher who happens to speak two longtiaget to,

the more comprehensive view of a skills instructor who is part

of a team traindd in bilingual methods that ,encourage the

"Process of becoming bilinkial:"

Later, in the competency area "Planning for Instructfon,"

the statements

Identify English language structures and vocabulary:
needed for trade,

Develop vocabulary lists in ,both 1pnguages,of common
terms,

Sequence English - structures essential to perform a skill,

Plan for co-ordination of both iskills and English
language instruction, and

Develop overall teaching / learning strategies that
integrate classroom, workshop / lab, and vESL

in particular resulted in a felt. need for a curriculpi

development mechanism which could aid trainers in identifying
oiv

English language structures aid vocabulary key to -successful
6

Performance in each trade area, Ideally this "mechanism, if

Properly designed, should lend itself to direct skills training-

which would:integr6te both .skills and job-specific English

iristruction, Just how this might be accomplished was first

elicited by anottier competencystatement in this particular

competency area: "Use feedbaclefrom students to develop



r

9

instructional activities." Vocational trainers and related

instructors alike were agreed that questioing was a most

natural, direct.approach to,generate relevant feedback

to our developing instructional Oogram. Thus, the mechdnism
for isolating, sequencing, teaching and,integrating language

structures and vocabulary with vocational skills should

preferably be based inquestioning,techniques as a natural,

yet formalized feedback system..

Under the Competency area "Conducting Instruction,"

discussiob again focusSbd on the unique demands poped by

bilingual skills instruction as.well as those particular

methods which Rivor,vocational English acquisition. The

competency statements

Introduce concepts' / processes in both languages,

Present concept / process with A / V materials
in both languages,

Summarize presentation of concept /. process inboth languages, and

Guide student activities through job sheets Inboth languages

heightened consciousness of what bilingual methods and
material resources were necessary t Ibilingullizen the

typical vocational skiAls `des on P Attpdilcrio



preparation (motivation)) presentation and ractice.

Moreover. the competency statements

. Determine when students do not understand instructionin English, and

Translate a word immediately when it isn't understoodin English

drew attentiOnto the crucial role of the bilingual

assistant in aliaTilg..comprehension for the Hispanic

LEP traineeparticularly of cognitive instruction

.involving knowledge and concepts, On the other hand,

these statements s,

:Correct students' English only - if the mistake
affects_comprehenqon,

Use practice and dri41 to reinforce students'vocational English, and

Present English structures and vocabulary in the
occupational context

served to highlight the need for a vocational'ESL

methodology-that woultIllend itself to aPPWricite
'frerror correction and thus facilitate ,language practice.

in the occupational context.

All the competency statements under "Preparing

Students to Get, Find and Keep a 1°61

'Devel.op a bicultural curriculum to teach survivalskills andfself-advocacy,



Assist.students in making realistic career plans,

Explain how t3 hold a Job tindgain advancement,

Explain what wilisbe expected in a specific job
environment,

Assist students in preparing resumes,

Assist students irrpreparing for interviews with
employers,

Assist students in.applying for employment, and

Encourage employers. hire LEP persons who success-fully complete the training

were deemed essential by the bilingual vocational staff
i

e
for the success of the skills learning project.

Trainees as well assessed their own "Life.Skills:

development needs and madeqielorocessVof conci.en,tizacion(j

more profound by elaborating another key Life Skill 1-'

the within the group; of an informal support
r

network, laidmilla, to:aid each participant in meeting.#

the daily challanges, from transporfa ipn ond child care

to as-erstance in ha ling delicate, ersonal difficulties.P'

The importance Of this concept of familia for the success
.

4 --------_1.---;Iof the Bridgeport rolect cannot be ove tressed;sincleed, ..,

.,

nesof the key lesso s that ma be genera
4:

d to Other 4 .0\ . .:

, ..,, o':,,+::^.,, ..:-,:,-

7'

V
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bilingual skills training programs is that the existence
or the breakdown of this informal' support network can make
or break a participant's chances for success in training
pd on the job.

The visualization of the "bilingual learning act"
7used In Guinea-Bissau by Freire's team of literacy workers

4

12



affected trainees 'and tralners'alike with two concerns:

to maintainia constructively critical attitude towards the

"learning act" process, apd to. harness the consciousness

thus achieved to develop and perfect teaaiing / learning

. techniques whiCh effectively enhance the bilingual skills

legitfling act.

The second stage of this process, the capacitaclem:

resulting from concientizaclon, drew into play all the

resources and experiences of the writer .as Program Devdloner,

Materials Development'Specialist, and,vESL./ Life Skill

Instructor, as well as th9we of the rest of the instructional

'staff and thesirainees, In the development of effective

sbili6gu I vocational techniques and tools. Three of these

cipproach s in. particular are of considerable utility for

pilingUal skills traiftg programs, namely

1.4Cational VISUAL ENGLISH c 1979 Saye

2. Tell g;Ask Commaridg in the Bilingual'Vocational

Shop / Lab. .44

These techniques will be detailed in the second part-of

'this SIudY)1eAcIT 1 ON
f^z.J

9

n

13\
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PART' II P

it I N
Voce on II SH

In Part I, a process of concientilaciOn was outlined
which specified, in Part, the need for training-in a.---
"mechanism fg isolating/ sequencing, teaching and integrating
language% and vocabulary with vocational skills
that should p eferably be based in questioning techniques
as a natural, yet formalized feedback system." CapacjtaciOn.

vormional VISUAL ENGLISH sought to respond to this felt
need.

VISUAL ENGLISH WHAT IT IS

VISUAL_ENGLISH is a representation of English word-order
rules which is systematized through 6est,191-1-MordOwho, what,
where, how long,416w often, how, when, why and what for, at well
cis whose _, which

, hog much /,many

and what kind of ). VISUAL ENGLISH is designed to
represent all possible language modes, including commands,
sentences and questions. A close consideration of a series
of examples can provide the best introduction, to the VISUAL

ENGLISH system of representation.



A

25

15

In the examples which follow, the appi<'.Opriate uestion-words
are blackened in to 'show which questiois are being "answered." 26
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WHERE
111 W ........

HE
1111AT FONT

16

4 I INSERT lint TOOL RIT

In example #1, a command is .expr'esse this
manner: ."Insert" tells WHAT-ACTIOC-"the ool bit"
indicates WHAT or "what to puLin the tool bOlder;"
and "in the tool holder" tells WHERE or "where to put
the too'! bit."

1"1"E'T

4

4

. 0

.2

. WIIAT ARE YOU

27

. .

fr- - - - 4 lit, -,. '44,4kr'..-,4e-

3 1

.4

1- DOING?

OM INSERTING

WHAT WHERE

TO
FOR

IVIAT FOR?
H

TME Y09 1.61i

f4

IN INF 1001..1101 DER.

k'
ft
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.1 ,

EX .1e42 is a question which that' be thus visua-
ized: What" a question-word from WHAT ACTION, "are"

Is (Im stIon-word helperfrom WHAT ACTION, 'you" tells

WHO,, AND "doing" asks WHAT ACTION. In the sentencel 3

"I" indicates WHO "am inserting" tells,WHAT ACTION,

and so on.

,:4M7,10:1 ;

17

4

4 WHERE , RIR.

29

5 SHE

INSERT THE TOOL BIT?'

INSERTED IT

WHAT

FOR

WHERE
.41041414,041

samT___ ma

INAHE 1001 HOLDER.

In # 4, "Where" is the quetion-word and."did"'is

the question-word helper ft0m WHAT ACTION .(note how the,

question-word helper helps tell the time of the action

iii a question), "she "" tells us WHO, and "the tool bit"
10.dicatesWAT:c The sentence #5 give-s the .answer,

to the question #4 in this manner; "She tells _WHO

!25,-!,1 T ACTION, "it" i=7 '1g54WWW.

e
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Itk

tfit previously-mentioned "tool bit" (note that to VISUAL
ENGLISH an instrilAor can dhow what a pronoun is, instead

orteaching an irrelevant grammar term), while "in the

tool holder" tells WHERE,

'18

6 WHAT I WAS DONE?

IIIE TOOL BIT I ',WAS INSERTED

In #6 and #7, the passive ce so important in

vocational lan9unge, yet usually not taught to beginners

because Of "complexity" is easily reriresented in

VISUAL ENGLISH. "What" is the::Question-word,. and "was done"

asks WHAT ACTION, whip in #7, "The tool bit" tells

WHAT, "was inserted" indicates WHAT ACTION _was done,

and "in 'the)tool holder" shows WHERE the tool. bit was

iriserteth

IN 1111 1001 1101 01111
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8 WHAT KIND OF SIT I WAS INSERTED I
IN 111E 1001. ROEDER?.

9 A TEM. 81 T WAS INSER1E0
IN 1IIE T 001,0,1101. DE R

In #8 and #9, ihecapabtlItyof
VISUAL ENGLISH to

rer4esentevenQueStIons about meidIfiers is demOnstrated.
In a word, gli,questIon forms mmaJor constituent (who
What, Where, Fow: When,- Why and What for), yeti:1i

(What did somebody/thing do? What is somelvOthIng doing?
,What was done?), and mOcljfIer both subject (Whaekind of .bit.

1.. _ .

was inserted. in the tool holder ?) 'and object (Which micrometer
did yOu use. to mepsure the diameter ?) can be represented

through VI_SDAL MUSH.

Besides cOmMands,' statements and Questions in simple
word order, VISUAL ENGLISH can represent more 'complex,

language patterns In visual terms.
.34
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In #1, "how you set up the lathe correctly" indites
WHAT to tell a trainee. In the second example, "after you

align the tool bit with the axis" tells WHEN to clomp-the

too) holder. Ana A the third example, "how accidents are

Prevented in the mach e shop" asksOlIAT'you know. Thus,

there is no need to Use rammar "Jargon° 1.1ke obiecI or
adverbial clauses since s estion-words are a much more

natural system of representation.

With suc1i a broad scope of TOresentation, VISUAL

ENGUSH'is most useful in repdering the multi-faceted

- language. dpman6 of any pccupational area. But the

Que8tion remains: what is there about VISUAL ENGLISH that

m9kes it especially suited for bilingual vocational skills

training ?,

VISUAL ENGLISH it BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

To my knowledge, the.eaMest and most far-reaching

awlication of the visualization sYstemlitilized by

YNUAL ENGLISH was in the language education of 'deaf

children. Edith Fitzgerald' used aues,tion-wor4s 6-
blackboard chart Enci 5onten tter0,,

'40,044 OtiOr lAWW,

1
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revisions of her approach were eventually introduced in
most educational institutions for the deaf in North
AmeFica. VISUAL ENGLISH is designed for hearing ESL
learners from any language background, but it is parti-
cularly relevant to bilingual vocational training
because it is based on Case Grammar, because it is a

complete Pedagogical grammar, and because it lends
itself to concientizaclem.

CASE GRAMMAR

Coke Grammar was first developed by Charles Fillmore
in response to what he felt were the semantic. inadequacies
of 'the then-current theory a gramoifr,

Transformational
Grammar, Fillmore didn'tbgree that humans communichte
by generating statements through applying transformational
rules to basic sentence patterns':- computers,perhaps, but
not humans, Rather, he developed the idea of case concepts
or cases, To Fillmore, cases are "a set of universal;
Pregumably innate, conai5ts which identify certain types
of judgments human beings ore capable of making about

EY

"events that are going on around them, judgments about
such matters as who did it/ who it-happened to, anda

q8
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9
what giit changed." Case, as :defined by Fillmore and
others, is anything but a recent notion. Indeed,

Case *armor and VISUAL ENGLISH both treat English

as though-it were a cl4e language like Russian among

modern languages and Latin among classical, in which

semantic roles 'are signalled by quegtion-words, word-

order and inflections, and in which verbs may be

grouped by the "cases" they govern or the "questions"

they ariswer.

One of the Most important premises of bilingual

Vuitton is what I call the "efficiency principle":
ilitead of reteaching and forcing a student to relearn

concepts already developed and functional in the. first

language/culture, help the learner become aware of these

A, Concepts and transfer them to.tnelecond languageiculture.
Because these case_concepts are "universal, presumably
innate "-semantic roles which are signalled in every
language by question-words VISUAL ENGLISH.encourages

the transfer of already functional semantic role concepts
and questiAinD skills to ,a second. 1pnguage.

Let us examine mor:closel these semantic role
11.*
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someone or something Which causes on acilan or process
named by the verb; instrumental, or the farce or object

that plays o role in bringing about the action or process
named by the verb; Weriencer, or someone aMacted by the
action or process named by the verbs Factitive, or the
object resulting from the action or process named by the

verb; Locotivei. or `the Spaticil orientation of the mien
or process named by tile verb; and Objective -- the most

neutral of the semantic rojes -tor anything whose role
in theaction or process deOends on Or meaning of the

verb itself, Now VISUAL ENGLISH uses one of this

terminalogy;:rother ft focusses on question -words and

questioning techniques, allowing the vocational context
to Clarify semantic roles.

As important as semantic role concepts are to first

and second ianguage i'earhing; these concepts are dependent

on the action, prOcess or state named by the verb. In

Case Grammat-, verbs may be grouped by thecasesthey
"govern" ands VISUAL ENGLISH, actions may be grouped

by the questions they "answer",:oT the questions, that could
be "asked" about them. Of course, one may ask WHEN, or

214
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. WHREJ or'HOW, or WHY of any-actkon;1 ver, in Case

Grannar and in VISUAL ENGLISH emphasis is placed on essential

Inform6tion wi,i'hout which the action would have no communi-

cat lye value. Forvample,the actions WORK, -SLOW-DOWN, and
BREAKDOWN can answer these kinds of questions or can fitve

these questOns asked abdut them:

t

a
25

.

.

,The.-dctions NEEP, PRACTICE i OPENS FINISH, MAKE, FIX, USE,.

s-
-, TRYk', nd LEARN can .ansWer these questions or can have 'these !i'
.-

1«. clues' ions asked D6out them:

1

41
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26The actioAW, COME, REACH, STAND, and STAY con answer these
questions or can have these Questions asked:

By contrast, the actions MOVE, POINT, PUT and PICK UP can
answer these questions or have'these questions asked:

WHERE

WIRWAY FOR

43

The actions DESCRIBE, EXPLAIN and REPEAT can only Pattern
in this manner:

44
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\is can pattern in two alternate WOYS.

READ, SHOW, TELL) "BRING and TEACH c

However, some act!

For example., GIVE,

pattern in two word orders; first,

n

and alternatively,

." ......

HAT
1-4-,,,

WHO ACiiuui
HO WHAT-'-4-97:.

10
fop

INHERE
4,410.09000
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Thus, VISUALEKLISH emphasizes actions, processes, and
states nail by verbs and the kind of information given
or needed for communication to take place. And it .does
so visually, without resorting to esoteric grammatical
jarigon, by building on wttit learner's already know in their
first language, therefore encouraging "the process of
.becomitig bilingual."

-A,OMPLETE PEDAGOGICAL GRAMMAR

VISUAL' ENGLISH is a pedagogical graliiMar, or teaching/
rearning grammar designed to speed se and language ac9uis-
ition.

a
The importance of a complete pedagogical gropmar for

bilingual vocational education cannot be over emphasized,
Tt VISUAL ENGLISH responds to the language learning needs of

LEP youth and adults because it is a cognitivelytoriented,
approach(it respects the ability of youth and' adults to

understand and therefore practice more efficientll a
language learning task, VISUAL ENGLISH also lends itself to
Presentation of vocational ,informatiOn withou!"editing"

or over simplifying; .notice the "level" of language employed
in this task analysis for `an operation on the lathe,

4'
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Thus, VISUAL ENGLISH)can aid vocational teachers in the

presentation of esseqlal information --without over-simPli-,

fication while at the same timetiving useful insights into
language structure and meaning in order to help cilling more
effective language learning. It may be usectby everyone in
the training project -- language teachlis, language learners,
and non-linguistically trained instructional staff in the
shop and related ate64-- to encourage a consistent approach
to language practice and error correction throughout the
project.

In its use of a wide Variety of sensory modes, VISUAL
ENGLISH responds to two critical factors whi q(fect

bilingual vocational skills'acquisition.

-First, each vocational area specifies different language
requirements. A machine operator will read relatively little
beyond process sheets, and will'rely primarily on oral-aural

sensory modes -T spoken language. A secretary trainee, on
the other hand, will need to develop many language skills in
a var iety of sensory modes. -VISUAL ENGLISH may be adapted

to a number of different formats: charts, overhead transpar-
..

encies, card readers, tapes, etc., with or Without written

language. A trainee need not develop a skill, say, reading,

50
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if that skill has little functional utility on the Job.

Second, everyone learns lan9uage differently, and Job-
specific English it no exception. Some learners rely on

visual learning; others on oral-aural lear:ning, while still
others depend on kinesthetic. -- manipulative learning.
In VISUAL ENGLISH, individualized language learning needs
may be addressed. For example, the visual-oral sensory
modes are called into play as tfaAnees 0111 the steps of an
operation presented in written fdr n VISUAL ENGLISH, or,
if less reliance on written language i desired for some
trainees, they may build sentences question-word
formulas, like WHAT ACTION plus WHAT plus WHERE equals
Secure the work in the themLigy chuck, or Insert
the tool bit in the tool holder. Kipesthetic learning
is invoked when the NiESL teacher writes each step of a
sequenced skill operation on a card, and then cuts up each
step into words. Trainees may then_re-orgler each step and
sequence the entire operation on the VISUAL ENGLISH'chart.
Or kinesthetic:. oral learning is primary when the ESL
instructor and Arainees:ntOlk" through the VISUAL ENGLISH
chart touching the appiliiigt qutstW1Wards as they,_
form commands, -sentencesand QUO
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CONCIENTIZACION
1

VISUAL ENGLISH is based On qUeStiOing e' str sses
the kinds of questiotwecan ask itbout-any action g ing on
around us. It may thus be readily integrated into bilingual
skills training projects that employ the technique of
cancientizaci6n. L.

Indeed, a key passage in Freires Letters to Guinea-
Bissau, which, like VISUAL ENGLISH,'makes extensive use of
quest ion words, underscores,, the critical importance .of

questioning in defining the role that learning may /Play in
human resources- development efforts like bilingual ;kills
training:

/ 3

What. to )earn, how to to 'what end to learn,in'favor,or what and of whom toilearn -- and itfollows, against what and againstrwhom to learnthese are not intellectual but theoretical-practicalquestions that are posed by education in terms of thelearning act. They are fundamental questions, indynamic' relation to others-involving the very act oflearnin of its possibility, of its legitimacy, of itsobjectilvis and the achievements of that act, of itsagents, of its methods, and of its content. 10
Vocational VISUAL ENGLISH, which itself.developed from a
Process of copcientizaciOn, is a metilodological attempt
to respond to just these "funda entarquestions" that Frire
has distinguished,

32
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eAPACIALL.LN
BILINGUAL SLIDE / TAEPRESENTIVIONS

4

The codification from Mary Galvan's summary of learning
°retention studies generated a gretdeal- of focussed creative
thinking about teaching / learriln6 approaches relevant to

bilingual skills training. Thlocodification noted, in port,
) thot "we are told that we retain 'approximately 10% of what we

read, 20% of what we hear, 30% of what we see and 50% of what4

we see and hear. This kind of learning is passive, receptive
learning." Instructional staff felt that if seeing while
hearing is the most effective of the receptive learning modes,
then the possibtlity of-audio-visual learning strategies
should be explored.

But the codification went further, and so did the process
of concieatizociem. "By contrast, we are told that we remember
'approximately 707 of what we say and 90% of what we 'say and do."
Clearly, we reasoned,l'he best way to amplify the effectiveness
f AV strategies would be to take for their content that which

we "say and do," the 'active learning modes. A search of available
AV resources by the Program Developer and the-consistent help
.of Gerald Potkay, Media Center Supervisor at the. vocational

/

school, resulted in ..the 00400t1W4:1D4iingucil
slide

. ,
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Presentations whIth,:like'VISUALENGLISH ism "overall
teaching / learning strategy that integrates classroom, workshop
and vESL."

Slide / tape show` lend themselves most readily to bilingual

skills training and are unique among student -.centered, goal -

'directed activities in providin6 a satisfying group project with-

measurable job-specific language learning and at the same time

keeping a sharp focus on vocational skills development.

Essential equipment includes a Kodak,Instamatic camera,'
a slide projector, and °Jape recorder; materials are 30 minute

cassette topes, Kodachrome 125 film, and processing .(pre-paid.

mailers or $ 2 per roll to process commercially). opt-tonal

but highly deSirable piece of equipmentwas availab16.0 the

Bridgeport project and .can-usually be found in media centers
or curriculum labs: Ihe Kodak VISUALMAKER, essentially an

Instamotlucamera with two copy stands; 'so that 3 types of

"shots" can be made (regular, 8" X 8" close-ups, and 4"4X 4"

extreme close-ups). The project also had at its disposal a

projector-synchronized.tOpe recorder,. making possible a "movie"

effect with slides changing` automatically from pulses super-

imposed do the cassette recording.

'34
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slide / tape show with a wesentation-designed and executed by
, the machine operator trainees: Las Partes del Torno /_Tb6 Parts

of the Lathe.

jirft, planning is the key-to a successful slide / tape

presentation it must be thorough and shobld never be hurried.

The instructor's role is' simply the facilitatiMg of decision-

taking by the students. Discussion of the topic and major

Qurposes of the presentation were conductedin the trainees'

first language, Spanish; after all, there would be plenty of

time to practice job-specific English when the tabescript,ond

tape were produced. Trainees chose to present the four majors
ti

assemblies of the engine lathe with these purposes'in mind:
to learn and use in the making of.'the show the job-speOfic

English essential to understand the engine lathe; to present

the information bilingually, so that the show might be used
by future trainees; and-to show both men and women ,in the role
of machine operatof-,

.4

Each-image had to.be planned on a separate card that-, _T.

was divided into VISUAL and AUDIO parts, Decisions were taken
with regard to visukis which included the type.,of shot (regular,
close -up, extreme do'Se-up), camera angle (level, from below
eyjlevel, from above eye-Level, bird's eye.vfew), and point7offi
view (subjective over

7the-Stlopiclef..,010.fectiVe.faceOn-----,;-7.5.5.-

A
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Trainees chose regular, objective shots when explaining the
four 'major assemblies of the lathe, and cl-6e-up subjective
shots to increase the sense of viewer "involvement" in more
detailed images, AUDIO decisions revolved around when and how
to'use Spanish and English. The trainees chose to present
Spanish first and English second with each shot to aid 64re
CEP Hispanic trainees in acquiring information in Spanish
while encouraging the learning of vocational English,

Second, the visuals were reproduced/ with trainees
executing the shots that had been -planned earlier,

Third, the audio type was produced, and provided a

wealth Or.opportudity for motivated language practice with
a focus-on vocational skills.' Two products were required:,
a-bilingual tppe-script to sequence the.visuals with, and
a bilingual tape. The machinists delegated the various
tasks involved among themselves according to the principle of
who would benefit most' from each activity': translating the
Spanish, choosing the best translations, writing the Spanish°
English tapescript, and recording the bilingual tape. Much
"learning without realizing it" took place understood
sentences in English were repeated 'literally hundreds of times.

Foigth, when the visuals were processed and.the tape had

56
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been recorded trainees were ready to synchronize the images with

the tape, using the tapescript as a guide. When the trainees

hod finished and the presentation was finally viewed by the

group, there occurred a illogic and -- for bilingual skills

training an essential moment of cOnctentizacion: They

saw both a student-designed and -executed project stressing

vocational skills ma themselves-in the role they were

training for, that of competent, bilingual machine operators.
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r.
The concientinciOD process which grew out of

discus.sion of the codification drawn from Galvan's

summary of learning retention s\ utiles resulted'in

another naturalistic technique fo lifting skills

and job specific language training: TELL & ASK

COMMANDS.

Instructional staff in the Bridgeport project

were particularly interested in learning studies as

a possible clue to effeCtive approaches to bilingual

skills training. The Galvan codifioo ion cleurly .

mphasized the preferability of l'inki g visual and
. aural learning for better i'receptivearetention; yet

it also poin1ed to the "idear,mode of learning retention,
which brings together telling and doing. Uni=ting these

two activities seemed particularly relent for bilingual
skills training.

An attempt was made to isolate the communicative

roles which trainers and.trainees assume in the bilingual

skills learnpg act, in terms of the agentive form of

simple comunicotive actions. The traihers" and related

5,8 ,

a
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staff were ",post often shOwera.. Iellefa. Ob_servcui askers,
and auwerersy while trainees were frequently

1oers, ctakers and WISWerera: It was at this point that

the elaboration of TELL & ASK COMMANDS began.

Consideration of one replication of this approach

reveals its distinguishing characteristics. The skills

trainer and the vESL instruc1or may designate one trainee

as tellex, another as doer /answerer, a third as QaKti and

the remainder as amefers. The bilingual skills trailler4.
or the skills trainer with the,bilingual assistant

serving as interpreter) then shows and tells each step
of a key operation. The vESL teacher then gives the

teller a TELL COMMAND; "Tell Maria to make a facing cut."
The tejler responds, "Marld, make a lacing cut,." 'And the

doer executes that step of the operation) whtie answering
the vESL teacher's question "What are you doingnow,-
Maria?" with. "11R making a facing cut." The vESL' instructor
may next give the,a5ter an ASK COMMAND: "Ask Mdria what
she did." The aske'r forms the quetion", with gufddlice If

necessary, "What did you do) Maria?" and gets the answer
"l made a facing cut.," Or the vESL teacher may ask any of 59
the other:trainees.NAI did she dojUst7 R6Wr to. practice__



another language pattern and a skills step.
And that's the point, in o word: linking langbdge and

'skills development. Each step of a key, vocational skill
.is definitely demonstrated and practiced, but, at the some
time, highly motivated,

in- context practice in assuminNeY
communicative roles and in producing

job-specific language
is provided as well

TELL a ASK COMMANDS as an approach to bilingual skills
training facilitates human resources development in several
crucial areas. As this technique is, in the lasI analysis,
based on what the skills trainer says about a skill s/he Is
demonstrating, this original telling process can serve as
a basis for isolating job-spWfic language around sequenced-

skill steps*.. The corpus of language thus generated can
in turn be utilized in bilingual curriculum development and
in integrating vESL training with skills training.

Secondly, by" focussing on the bilingual skills training
act interms of communicativ:e roles, TELL a ASK COMMANDS
encourage naturalistic, contextual practice of such kev
job-specifit communication skills as following and giving
direction, listening and observing skills,'as.well as
asking

ond.answering'auestions.

GO' (
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Thirdly, TELL g ASK COMMANDS stimulate and help to

,integrate coherently a variety of 'team- teaching /learning

strategies. The model given previously involved the

bilingual skills trainer or the skills trainer with

bilingual assistant, the vESL teacher and the trainees.
But the approach easily lends itself to sensible

adaptations of instruction in dy6ds,,triads and other

groupings. With experience, the skills trainer and/or
the bilingual assistant- can encourage both skills an
language practice even when the vESL teacher isn't
present. Similarly, they vESL trainer intervenes mare

oPProPriotely-using TEL-La-ASK COMMANDS to promote Job
language acciOisition while vocational skills are being

practiced' in the shop or laboratory.

'Fourth, with questioning a central feature of TELL
f), ASK COMMANDS, regular feedback is,guaranteed 'as to

trainees' grasp of the bilingual skills training process
while trainees are encouraged to assert themselyes in,

this process when comprehension breaks down and

fication is needed.

4



Final l the 'TELL & ASK COMMAND strategy clarife§
Vairtingerotes in 'the pre-service phase, and serves as
an "on-the-spot" model/ling-technique in the in-service w/phase of bilingual -t'r'aining of trainers. A team approach
to vocatidnpirskills develipment is stressed, because ,
the communication between bilingual ills tr:crthing and
vocational language learnino is estabi hed ynd maintained

('-thro the implementation of TELL ASK COI MANDS.-
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